ABSTRACT

Latency is one of the primary concerns in wireless base station design. For the systems employing MIMO technology, all transmissions from several base stations in one cell must be strictly synchronized. Therefore, the latencies of different transmitters and other components on the cascaded transmitter signal chain need to be measured precisely for compensation.

With higher and higher data rates needed to support the CPRI link between baseband units (BBUs) and remote radio units (RRUs), it becomes increasingly difficult to accurately measure the latency through the high speed serializer or deserializer (SerDes) used to transmit and receive data. However, the accuracy of the latency measurement is critical to the overall system's performance.

This report briefly introduces the latency measurement function of Texas Instruments’ 10 Gbps SerDes transceiver, the TLK10002, as well as the latency contributions of its various internal logic blocks. Two methods of latency measurement and calculation methods are presented along with a discussion of their accuracies.
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1 TLK10002 Latency Measurement Function and Latency Contributions

TLK10002 is a two-channel serializer and de-serializer with support for next generation high bit rate WI serial links up to 10 Gbps. It supports standard CPRI (1x/2x/3x), OBSAI (1x/2x), 1GbE, Fiber Channel (1x/2x), and proprietary data rates, which is ideal for baseband unit to remote radio unit data links.

1.1 Basic Latency Measurement with Stopwatch Circuits

The TLK10002 has built-in measurement function consisting of two groups of stopwatches and the latency counter, which could be employed for some blocks’ latency measurement. The first comma found at the assigned counter start location will start up the latency counter, and the first comma detected at the assigned counter stop location will stop the latency counter. Therefore, the duration between the start location and stop location can be measured accordingly, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Latency Measurement with Stopwatches](image)

1.2 Latency Contribution and Stopwatch Measurement Restriction

For a given 10 Gbps system in 4:1 mode, the latency contributions of TLK10002 and FPGA are shown in Figure 2. The main block's latency of TX/RX path could be measured through the stopwatch function, however, there are still some blocks which are not contained within the stopwatch circuit and could not be measured directly.
In the TX direction, the blocks outside of the measurement circuit are:
- LS deserializer
- Part of the channel synchronization block
- HS serializer

In the RX direction, the blocks outside of the measurement circuit are:
- HS deserializer
- Part of the channel synchronization block
- LS serializer

These blocks will have a fixed latency during normal operation, but their latencies can take on a range of possible values each time the serial link is established. If these ranges are not accounted for, the accuracy of the overall latency measurement will be reduced.

1.3 Latency Uncertainty and Variance

In the TX direction, the latency through the device that occurs outside of the stopwatch measurement circuit is between 192 high-speed unit intervals (HSUI) and 232 HSUI before the counter start location and 26 HSUI after the counter stop location in 4:1 mode (full rate). This gives a maximum variance of 40 HSUI. Of this 40 HSUI, 4 HSUI is due to the deserializer's latency variance and 36 HSUI is due to latency variance in the channel synchronization logic. The channel synchronization logic is used to align the deserialized data to 10-bit word boundaries by using comma detection, so its latency will vary depending on the incoming data's word framing. Note that it is possible to eliminate this 36 HSUI range by allowing the LS deserializer to perform comma alignment during link initialization. This brings the overall TX latency uncertainty to just 4 HSUI, or about 0.407 ns at a high speed line rate of 9.8304 Gbps.

In the RX direction, the latency through the device that occurs outside of the stopwatch measurement circuit is between 140 HSUI and 232 HSUI before the counter start location and between 40 HSUI and 80 HSUI after the counter stop location in 4:1 mode (full rate). This gives a total range of variance of 63 HSUI. This amount of possible variance is significantly larger than in the TX direction, so it is especially beneficial to reduce this range through measurement.
The following sections will discuss the latency measurement of the blocks which are outside the stopwatch measurement circuit as well as the latency calculation and measurement of the blocks which have a large amount of latency variance. Measurement approaches using loopback configuration and without loopback configuration will be discussed separately.

2 Latency Measurement with Loopback Mode

2.1 LS Serializer Latency Calculation

The LS serializer’s latency can be measured through loopback of the LS side, as shown in Figure 3. The counter stop point can be set before RX data path, and the counter stop point can be set after the TX data path. The loopback latency measurement provides the latency from reception of a comma on the HS RX side to transmission of a comma on the HS TX side. Looping back the data inside the FPGA allows the link to remain established throughout the measurement.

The whole loop consists of the following five parts: the RX data path, FPGA, LS deserializer, LS serializer and TX data path.

Assuming the latency of LS serializer is $T_{ls}$, we get

\[ T_{ls} = T_{total} - T_{rx} - T_{fpga} - T_{lsd} - T_{tx} \]  

(1)

Where the $T_{total}$ is the total LS loopback latency, $T_{rx}$ is the latency of RX data path, $T_{fpga}$ is the latency in FPGA, $T_{lsd}$ is the latency of LS deserializer and $T_{tx}$ is the latency of TX data path.

In this equation, the total LS loopback latency could be measured through the stopwatch circuits via the LS side loopback. The TX and RX data path’s latencies could also be directly measured through the stopwatch circuits. The LS deserializer’s latency is approximately 70 HSUI. The latency inside the FPGA could be measured through a simple stopwatch circuit. It will start its count when a comma is detected at the input and stop its count when a comma is detected at the output.

As $T_{total}$, $T_{rx}$, $T_{fpga}$, $T_{tx}$ are all measurable or known value, $T_{ls}$ can be calculated accordingly.

\[ T_{total}, T_{rx}, T_{fpga}, T_{tx} \] are all measurable or known value, $T_{ls}$ can be calculated accordingly.

2.2 HS Deserializer and HS Channel Sync Latency Calculation

Besides the LS serializer, there are also some parts which have variable latency before the RX-direction stopwatch start location—the HS deserializer and HS channel synchronization block. The HS deserializer has 3 HSUI of possible variance; the HS channel synchronization block has 20 HSUI of possible variance. These variances can also be reduced by HS side loopback testing.
As shown in Figure 4, the data is looped back within the FPGA at the far end of the link. This gives the full round-trip latency including two TX data paths, two RX data paths, two fiber delays, and the loopback delay within the FPGA. The start comma and stop comma positions are the same with that of the LS loopback mode, however, the data passes through the full round-trip in the far-end device.

The full loop consists of the following parts: two TX data paths, two RX data paths, two HS serializers, two HS deserializers, two HS channel synchronization blocks, one LS serializer, one LS deserializer, the FPGA, and the physical interconnect. Assuming the full path latency is $T_{\text{total}}$, we get

$$T_{\text{total}} = T_{\text{txa}} + T_{\text{hsa}} + T_{\text{media}} + T_{\text{hdb}} + T_{\text{rxa}} + T_{\text{hda}} + T_{\text{hdb}} + T_{\text{ls}} + T_{\text{fpga}} + T_{\text{id}} + T_{\text{txb}} + T_{\text{hdb}} + T_{\text{hcsa}} + T_{\text{rxb}} + T_{\text{hcsb}} + T_{\text{hda}}$$

Where $T_{\text{txa}}$ and $T_{\text{txb}}$ are the latency of the two TX data paths, $T_{\text{rxa}}$ and $T_{\text{rxb}}$ are the latency of two RX data paths, $T_{\text{hsa}}$ and $T_{\text{hsb}}$ are the latency of two HS serializers, $T_{\text{hda}}$ and $T_{\text{hdb}}$ are the latency of two HS deserializers, $T_{\text{ld}}$ is the latency of the LS serializer, $T_{\text{id}}$ is the latency of the LS deserializer, $T_{\text{hcsa}}$ and $T_{\text{hcsb}}$ are the latency of two HS channel synchronization blocks, $T_{\text{fpga}}$ is the latency of the FPGA and $T_{\text{media}}$ is the latency of physical interconnect media.

In the equation, $T_{\text{total}}$, $T_{\text{txa}}$, $T_{\text{hda}}$, $T_{\text{hdb}}$, $T_{\text{rxa}}$, $T_{\text{hcsa}}$, $T_{\text{hcsb}}$, $T_{\text{media}}$ can be measured through the stopwatch circuits or have a known value. Therefore, these known blocks can be subtracted from the loopback measurement, giving a value equal to twice the interconnect delay plus the HS serializer & channel synchronization latencies for the near- and far-end devices. That is,

$$T_{\text{hsa}} + T_{\text{hsb}} + T_{\text{hcsa}} + T_{\text{hcsb}} + T_{\text{media}} = T_{\text{total}} - T_{\text{txa}} - T_{\text{hda}} - T_{\text{rxa}} - T_{\text{hdb}} - T_{\text{rxb}} - T_{\text{hsa}} - T_{\text{hdb}} - T_{\text{id}} - T_{\text{txb}} - T_{\text{fpga}}$$

This value can be divided by two to estimate the latency for the interconnect plus the HS serializer and channel synchronization in one direction, either uplink or downlink.

### 3 Latency Measurement without Loopback Mode

Instead of aligning the TX and RX commas, it may be easier to simply measure the time between them using a stopwatch circuit, as shown in Figure 5.
This method has several advantages. The latency can now be measured at any time during operation. The link remains up throughout the measurement and normal data transmission is not altered or interrupted. There is no requirement on the relationship between the transmitted and received data; the two data streams can be completely independent.

3.1 **LS Serializer Latency Calculation**

As discussed in the last section, Equation 1 can be used to calculate the LS serializer latency in loopback mode. This same equation can be modified for a non-loopback approach. It will just need to include the time that elapses between received and transmitted commas. The first term in the equation (LS Loopback Latency Measurement) is no longer a real loopback measurement, but now simply the time between comma detection at HS receiver and comma detection at HS transmitter. Hence, the LS serializer latency calculation in non-loopback mode could be expressed as Equation 4

\[
T'_{ls} = T'_{total} - T_{rx} - T'_{fpga} - T_{lsd} - T_{tx} \quad (4)
\]

Where \( T'_{total} \) is the latency between TLK10002 HSRX and HSTX commas, \( T_{rx} \) is the latency of RX datapath, \( T_{tx} \) is the latency of TX datapath, \( T_{tx} \) is the latency of LS deserializer and \( T'_{fpga} \) is the time between RX and TX commas in the FPGA.

In this equation, \( T_{tx} \), \( T_{rx} \) and \( T'_{fpga} \) can be measured through the stopwatch circuits, the LS deserializer latency can be estimated to be 70 HSUI in 4:1 mode at 10 Gbps, and \( T'_{total} \) could be measured by the FPGA by detecting the difference of HSRX and HSTX commas. Therefore, \( T'_{ls} \) can be calculated through Equation 4.

4 **Measurement Error Analysis**

For the TX direction, everything is directly measured except for the channel synchronization block and the LS deserializer. As previously discussed, the uncertainty in the channel synchronization block can be eliminated by fixing the alignment of LS deserializer. If the latency of the LS deserializer is estimated to be 70 HSUI, then the maximum error is 2 HSUI (~0.203 ns).

The LS serializer can be calculated, but the calculation includes an estimate of the LS deserializer latency. Therefore, the same maximum error applies (~0.203 ns).

For the HS deserializer and channel synchronization, the previously described method provides an estimate for the latency that is equal to the average value measured for two devices. If these blocks vary the same way in both devices, there will be no error introduced. The maximum error introduced would be when both devices vary at opposite extremes of their range. In this case, the maximum measurement error would be 11.5 HSUI (~1.17 ns).

Overall, the amount of latency measurement uncertainty for data passing through the TLK10002 TX data path is 0.203 ns. The amount of latency measurement uncertainty for data passing through the TLK10002 RX data path is 0.203 ns + 1.17 ns = 1.373 ns. These values should be able to meet the stringent requirements of most wireless base station applications.

5 **Conclusion**

This document introduces the latency variance and latency measurement approaches of TLK10002. In summary, the latency of the main blocks of TLK10002 could be directly measured by the stopwatch circuits. For the parts which are not included in the stopwatch circuits and have large variance, the latency could be precisely calculated using the loopback mode or non-loopback mode presented in this report.
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